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Abstract – Existing systems are standalone and can be used by single user at a time. These are inflexible and costly. The
main objective of our research is to develop an automated system which will be helpful to the CUDA programmers who
doesn't have NVIDIA Graphics card & CUDA installed on their own machines, can take benefit of the parallel processing to
enhance the performance of the system by uploading their CUDA programs through their own non GPU based machine to
the machine which is having GPU and CUDA installed in the cloud. By using only one high end graphics card and single
copy of CUDA installed on the machine in the cloud, non GPU users located far apart from each other can access the GPU
for accelerating application execution. It reduces cost and enhance flexibility as compared with multiple users having
separate GPU based machine.
Its costly to buy & install the graphics card on each individual machines separately. Proposed system provides simple
UI,higher flexibility, multiuser and high performance within less cost.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Now a days, every user of the system always expect fast response from the system. Normally, applications are programmed in
serial fashion using programming languages like c, c++, c#, java etc. Serially, developed application takes much more time to
complete their execution for massive computations because only one processor is used to perform computation[1]. Because of
high performance computing user can get quick response from their system. It becomes possible to the user to do massive
computation using parallel computation[2]. There are two types of computations serial and parallel. CUDA programming is the
extension of the ANSI C. It provides more number of API to manage dynamic memory in between CPU & GPU. CUDA stands for
Compute Unified Device Architecture. It is invented in 2006 to program GPU available on NVIDIA graphics
cards. It is used to
massive parallel computation using multi-threading. It will help in enhancing the speed of performing computation kind of
operations. These computations in details are given below:

1.1 Serial Computing
In serial computing, a program is partitioned into a chiseled order of instructions. Every instruction is executed on a individual
CPU one after another. Single instruction executes at a time. Figure-1 represents process of serial computation. Program is a
collection of instructions like t0, t1,...,tn. CPU executes t0,t1,...,tn instructions one by one in a sequence. Due to availability of only
single processor, same task may not get divided on different processing elements[3]. All these tasks will be executed alternatively
one by one. The languages which supports serial computations are C, C++, Java etc. Maximally, serial computing languages
supports concurrent execution of tasks on single processor through multi-threading. Figure 1 represents serial computation
process in details.

Fig -1: Serial Computing
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1.2 Parallel Computing
In parallel computing, multiple processing units are used together to solve a computational problem at a same time. A program is
partitioned into number of instructions. Each instruction gets divided into discrete part[3]. Each part of same instruction which
is independent on each other gets executed on separate processing units at a time. Instructions are executed using more number
of ALU.

Fig -2: Parallel Computing

2. RELATED WORK
Graphics Processing Units (GPU) have newly increased panoramic popularity among investigators and creators as accelerators
for applications outside the domain of conventional computer graphics[4][5]. This development, known as General-Purpose
computing on the GPU, vastly results from the improvement in GPU programmability. Everyone is interested to get the fast
response from computer for this purpose evolution of High Performance Computing is needed[6]. Immediate response is the
need of society whenever large amount of data processing takes place. A Graphics Processing Unit is a many core architecture
with each core able to execute cardinals of threads simultaneously. An application with a vast amount of parallelism can use GPU
to understand notable performance benefits. GPU is used as a omnipotent surface for performing general purpose high
performance computation. Computer programming for GPU is much hard compared to programming general-purpose CPU and
parallel programming frameworks such as shared memory programming model.
GPU programming framework renders a general-purpose multithreaded Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD)
framework for employing general-purpose computations[7] on GPU. The Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) is such a
programming language specifically designed for NVIDIA GPU. It is an extension to C language, CUDA has rapidly become popular
and attracted more and more non-graphics programmers to write their applications in CUDA. Still, experience demonstrations
that this porting activity becomes difficult task. CUDA places burden on the developer of maintaining GPU and CPU code in
isolated functions and need to explicitly handle data movement in between the host memory and GPU memory. It also requires
to manually optimize the utilization of the GPU[8][9][10] memory. The investigation involve number of strategies to split
computation between GPU threads, of optimizing single-thread code and of appropriately using the GPU memory. It result into
significant modifications in the code, the programmer has to do notable changes[11] in the program, may be larger times, before
attaining awaited performance. Practically this operation is very hard and error-prone.
Now a days, to enhance the performance of the system by accelerating application execution using parallel processing
languages like CUDA, OpenCL[12][13][14] are used on standalone machines.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The main objective of proposing this system is to develop a system which will be helpful to the programmers who doesn't have
NVIDIA Graphics card & CUDA installed on their machines can also take benefit of the parallel processing to enhance the
performance of the system by uploading their CUDA programs through their own non GPU based machine to the machine which
is having GPU and CUDA installed on it situated in the cloud. In this scenario there is need of only one high end graphics card and
one copy of CUDA installed on the machine in the cloud and other users who are situated far apart from each other can also
access the GPU for speedup their applications. It will cost less amount as compared with multiple users having separate GPU.
To achieve parallel processing using CUDA programming requires NVIDIA Graphics card. The graphics card cost
approximately starts from Rs. 2000/- up to lacs of rupees and it depends on the kind of configuration used. To accelerate
application performance using NVIDIA GPU on standalone machine it need to have NVIDIA graphics card & CUDA
installed
on the system. If a batch of 100 students, having 100 different machines. Each student will work on their own machine. To
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accelerate application running on each students machine it needs to have NVIDIA graphics card & CUDA separately installed on it.
It takes more time and cost to buy & install the graphics card on each individual machine separately. Other cost and time efficient
solution to this problem is instead of installing CUDA (drivers, SDK & toolkit) and NVIDIA Graphics card on each and every
machines separately to enhance the performance, it becomes better to install it on single machine which is available in the cloud
and other machines in the network which doesn't have CUDA & graphics card installed on them can also take benefit of it to
speedup the application acceleration within the less cost. It provides larger flexibility.
Figure-3 represents proposed system architecture. It consist of three parts - user, non GPU based machines & GPU based
machine which is located in the cloud. All machines are interconnected by high speed communication network. The machine in
the cloud contains high end NVIDIA Graphics card installed on it. It also contain other software tools required to compile and
execute CUDA programs like CUDA(Toolkit, Drivers,SDK). User can login to the system through non GPU based machines and
edit their CUDA program using some editor on their local machine. Then user will upload written CUDA program to the machine
based in the cloud. Cloud contains a machine having high performance GPU and latest CUDA 6.5 installed on the same for auto
compilation and execution of uploaded CUDA programs. The cloud machine compiles the program first, if there are any errors
that will be displayed on the users
screen. After successful compilation it will execute the program on the GPU so as it
will give benefits of parallel processing and helps in improving speed of data computations. After completion of execution of the
program it will send result back to the user machine.
Our system will help users who doesn't have NVIDIA graphics card installed on their machine. It saves the cost required
to buy the GPU separately and helps in enhancing execution speed of applications. Such services are currently not available in
the cloud computing environment. Technologies need to use in the proposed research are cloud computing, parallel processing
through CUDA. Currently cloud computing is the most widely used technology for their flexibility, availability, mobility, cost
effectiveness features. Parallel processing will properly utilize the potential of available computing resources of computer system
like graphics card. Graphics card contains large numbers of processing elements.

Fig -3: Proposed System Architecture
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4. METHODOLOGY
The proposed system is a network of machines where a machine situated in the cloud only can have NVIDIA graphics card &
CUDA installed on it. For better performance it requires high speed Internet and high end graphics card. It requires proper
scheduling of the job.
The steps to follow:
Step1:User should login to the system.
Step2:Upload CUDA program through local machine to the remote machine in the cloud.
Step3: Compile and execute CUDA program on GPU based machine in the cloud.
Step4: Send result to the client/user machine.

5. CONCLUSION
After completing this research a user who doesn't have NVIDIA GPU installed on their machine can also take benefits to accelerate
their applications on cloud GPU. The main outcomes of the system are as follows:





Users having non GPU based machine can get benefit to accelerate the application execution using GPU installed on
machine in the cloud within low cost.
Saves the cost of buying separate graphics cards to each machine in the network.
It provides flexibility, mobility because user can access system from any machine, mobile & tablet in the network.
No need to install CUDA on each and every machine in the network. It will save memory and time required to install
CUDA on the machines.
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